Winter 2017

Victoria International Airport
As with many things in life we tend to take things for granted. Late last summer I was at the museum and I overheard a guest
telling his tour-guide that he had flown F-4 Phantoms in the Royal Air Force. Being a big “Phan“ of the Phantom I had to go over
and say hello to this gent. As we spoke he mentioned that in his retirement he writes for an English Aircraft magazine, he then
said that he’d wanted to do an article on Pat Bay Airport for a long time. I was rather astonished! What could be so fascinating
about our little airport?! He explained, “you have everything here”. First is all the history from the start of WWII, Pat Bay was
the third busiest airport in Canada with all the training at 32 OCU RAF East Camp, there was the seaplane training in Patricia Bay
itself, as well as all the Canadian patrol planes and fighters etc. With such different types of aircraft, many people came here
from all over Canada and as far away as England, sadly many were never to return home.
After the war activity continued. Trans Canada Airline maintained service to Victoria. Victoria Flying Club started in 1946 with the
leadership of many returning war Vets such as Claude O. Butler. The aviation industry has had a presence here as well with
Fairey Aviation converting surplus Grumman Avengers into Fire Bombers. Later in 1959, 4 giant Martin Mars were purchased
from the US Navy by a consortium of the Provinces largest timber companies for $100,000, these also were converted into Fire
Bombers by Fairey at Pat Bay. The Martin Mars became the largest Firebombers ever. From time to time my father and I would
come out to the airport on a Saturday. I still recall the “good old days” before all the heightened security when one could walk
right up to these hulking planes in their dark grey finish. Amazing!
Mosquito restored at VAM

The military has just about always had a significant presence here as well. In 1946 the government
had plans to station an aircraft carrier on each coast. The HMCS Warrior was sent West in Dec. 1946.
The 12 Fairey Firefly aircraft of 825 Squadron were based here until budget cuts forced the Warrior
to be withdrawn back East. VU-33 was established in the early 50 ‘s to support the Navy in
Esquimalt. I still remember hearing and seeing the Grumman Trackers and T-33 jets of VU-33 on a
regular basis when I was growing up.

As you look around Victoria airport today there are a lot of things going on. 443 Squadron has taken
the place of VU-33. Sea King helicopters are constantly training although they will soon be replaced
with S-92 Cyclones at the big new hangar on the West side. It is not unusual to see visiting Military aircraft CC-177’s , Cf-18’s etc.
Helicopter logging brings some interesting aircraft in as well. Vancouver Island Helicopters operate the Russian built Kamov
helicopter as well as several other types. There are several flying school’s at our airport. Viking has taken a lead in the aircraft
engineering and
manufacturing world, with the 100th Twin Otter rolled out last year. Now we see CL-215’s outside
their building. These will be converted into CL-215T status by Viking. Who knows what’s next ! Maybe we will see Dash-8’s built
here as Bombardier focuses more on it’s new C-series airliners .
CJ-6
As to the passenger side of things, it just gets busier! Summer 2017 saw Air Canada Rouge offering
daily 767 service to Toronto. One never would have imagined a 288 seat twin isle wide-body
operating regularly here! Passenger travel is only going to grow as Victoria continues to be a
destination spot. When I look around the airport on a busy day I am proud to note that many of the
aircraft are Canadian built. Dash-8 Q-400’s, Twin Otters and Bombardier regional jets seem to
dominate the sky scape at times. There are many other aircraft using our airport from all the
“Business Jets” and Air ambulance services to private aircraft , and let’s not forget Victoria Air Maintenance and their work on Vintage aircraft . The Catalina Preservation Society and their work on restoring and promoting the WWII
Canso. Several local pilots own and operate CJ-6’s which are former Chinese air force trainers. They are sometimes referred to
as the “Chinese Air Force” and they are often seen flying around Victoria, such as on Remembrance day etc.
Our museum has a huge roll to play in years to come. We bring awareness to the public both of current events and history. Who
knows there may even be an opportunity for the museum to help educate our young. An article in the Times Colonist recently
said that there is going to be a huge demand for trained people in the near future. The airline industry world wide will need
60-70 new pilots per month for the next 20 years, aircraft engineers and air traffic controllers are also in short supply. Perhaps
we can help to inspire young people to take up a career in aviation! So next time you have some time to spare on a nice
day, take a walk or bike ride on the path around the airport or just sit at any of the great lookouts and appreciate that we have
an very interesting airport! (submitted by Jack Funk, Member BCAM)
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“ORVILLE, WILBUR & ME !”
Background : “A long time ago in another..........”
I was born in Maidstone, Kent, SE England. Grew up during WWII (didn’t
know there was a war until peace broke out!) – educated at Maidstone
Grammar School that received its Charter in 1549 (57 years after
Columbus claimed to have discovered North America). From the 1400’s
it was originally called Corpus Christi College and was part of the
complex of All Saints Church and the Archbishop’s Palace. The
Washington Family lived close by and the tomb of Laurence Washington
(George’s Grandfather? – a highly respected barrister and Registrar of
Chancery in London), is prominent in the Church. I was hoping to
become an architect, and part of my education was 2 years part-time at
the College of Art.
Every Wednesday afternoon was spent in the compulsory CCF
(Combined Cadet Force – not the Canadian Political Party) and all wore
appropriate uniforms that day. I was interested in aircraft (watching the Battle of Britain while picking hops in the hop fields in the Summer,
the contrails of the dogfights, and retrieving machine gun/cannon cartridge cases and AA shrapnel (hot & sharp) for “swapping” for other
desirables at school). I joined the RAF Section, much to the disgust of my Father (WWI Horse Artillery) and two older brothers who were
“called-up” (National Service was obligatory from 1939 to 1960 upon leaving school) and spent their 2 years in the Army.
Destiny calls :
We were surrounded by airfields –West Malling, Biggin Hill, Rochester, Gravesend and Detling, to name a few. RAF Detling, post war, was used
as a Glider Training School as it was situated on a ridge of hills known as the North Downs and close enough to be accessed by bicycle. I was
introduced to gliding and obtained my Glider Pilot Licence when I was 17. I was also awarded a Flying Scholarship and trained on Tiger Moths
at Rochester airfield, achieving my Private Pilots Licence the same year. Strangely (?), thoughts of becoming an architect were fading. When I
was “called-up” for National Service by the Queen to help defend the Realm, I joined the RAF, trained and got my “Wings” in Canada, and the
rest is almost a minor part of history!
Update to now :
One day, talking with Doug Rollins, the Librarian at our BC Aviation Museum, I happened to mention that my Glider Pilot Licence was signed by
“Brabazon of Tara” (b.8 February 1884). I don’t think that he believed me! I dug my Licence out of my memorabilia to show him and, with
Doug, we researched Brabazon’s history. I knew that Brabazon’s full name was JTC Moore-Brabazon before he inherited the title of Lord
Brabazon of Tara, but he achieved fame in his own right. He went to France and learned to fly on the Voisin biplane, returned to England and
was the first Englishman to fly a heavier than air aircraft in England. He was awarded British Empire Licence No.1, 08 March, 1910, and we
have a photocopy of this licence. (The first man to fly an aircraft in England was an American Anglophile, WS Cody or Cowdery, who became a
naturalized Englishman). He also was photographed seated at the controls of his Voisin aircraft looking at a wicker basket containing a piglet
with the notice “I am the first pig to fly”. I also have in my possession a photocopy of a picture of 13 aviation enthusiasts taken at the Aero
Clubs Flight Grounds at Shellbeach in 1910 in front of the Club House:
9 gentlemen are standing behind the 4 that are seated in front – those seated, L to R are: Mr. JTC Moore-Brabazon, Mr. Wilbur Wright, Mr.
Orville Wright, and the Hon. C.S. Rolls
This photo was taken prior to July 1910, as Hon. C S Rolls (of Rolls-Royce) was
killed in a flying accident in July at Bournemouth when the “rudder assembly” of
his Wright plane collapsed. (Incidentally, the RR logo on vehicles and engines until
then was red, but Henry Royce had it changed to black).
At the request of Winston Churchill, Brabazon chaired the “Brabazon Committee”
to design an airliner for post-war use, a very large aircraft with 8 piston engines –
coupled in 4 mountings—but overtaken by science, i.e. jet/swept wings a la DH
Comet. One flew, (of course called the “Brabazon” – I saw it flying at Farnborough), but with the other unfinished airframe, was scrapped.
Conclusion:
So, I believe that I can claim, through my Glider Pilot Licence documentation, a
VEERY tenuous direct connection to a friend and aviation colleague of the Wright
Brothers!
Capt. DV “Badger” Berger-North, (Rtd) CD1, Flt.Lt. RAF, RCAF
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Museum Reports…. Projects, News and More!
With Dave Peters moving to pastures whiter (Winnipeg), 2 volunteers have stepped forward to take over coordination of
displays. Many thanks to Dave for a job well done.
Gordon Campbell and Dave Jackson have been working as tour guides and like nothing better than showing people around and
telling the stories that bring the aircraft and artifacts to life.
“We are both very proud of the museum and think that a great job has been done in putting together so many interesting
displays. The combination of aircraft that you can get close to, models, and other fascinating artifacts makes our museum very
special.”

“Our goal is to build on the excellent work already done and being continued by so many enthusiastic volunteers. With full
support from President John Lewis and Vice President Larry Lepard we have started to make a few changes that make sense to
us based on our experience of guiding visitors with many backgrounds and interests through the museum. So far we have
moved some displays to better group them, make more space, and have taken the opportunity for some clean up. For example,
in the Henderson Hangar we have moved the Link trainer and plotting desk close together. We have also moved the Orenda jet
engine from the North to the South side of the hangar. It is now located with the Derwent, has freed up space, and is generally
a little cleaner and tidier.”
In the short term we would like to:
•

Continue to make moves where they make sense. For example, we would like to get the new “lost Anson” display that is
being built closer to the Anson rather than opposite the T6 where it currently resides.

•

Clean up areas where non-display and perhaps seldom used items have accumulated. For example, in the entrance to
the washroom area there are barbecues, a freezer and a fridge that might be better located elsewhere.

•

Improve some of the existing displays. For example, we have many fine models but not all are labelled.”

In the long term we have many ideas to keep the museum fresh and relevant:
“We will attempt to get input prior to any major changes and certainly appreciate any ideas that anyone has on how we can
improve. Please let us know!”
Gordon Campbell - gordonac@gmail.com Dave Jackson - recce55@shaw.ca

I’m writing this on New Year’s Day, thinking back on a busy 2017 at the museum, and thinking
forward to 2018, which has the potential to be even busier. Thanks to the efforts of many
volunteers, we’ve just had another very successful Kids Fest, with a large number of appreciative
comments from parents and grandparents – a very important way of fulfilling our mandate for
community involvement.
We should know at the end of January if our proposal to acquire the Lancaster from the City of Toronto has been accepted. If it is,
we will need to sharpen our restoration skills and acquire new skills in fund raising, and also to understand that this is a very long
term project with the potential to substantially change the image of the museum.
Our crisis of space will continue to be foremost in the minds of the board, as we develop a plan for managing our aircraft collection
with the likely arrival by year end of both the Hoffar and the Sea King. Inevitably but sadly some of our current aircraft will have to
go into storage.
These challenges highlight just how far we have come in the last thirty years and what a dedicated band of volunteers have
achieved and can continue to achieve. I’m sure that many of you have been beating the bushes getting the word out to friends and
acquaintances to come out and volunteer - remember, if it wasn’t fun, we wouldn’t do it! For those of you who are already
volunteers, give some thought to stepping up to the board – the AGM is coming up in February! (John Lewis, President BCAM)
Best wishes for a happy and fulfilling year for everyone in 2018 !
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IMPORTANT!

January 2018—April 2018

Dates For Those Diaries:

January 18

Members Meeting/Volunteer Lunch

February 22

Members Meeting/Volunteer Lunch AGM

March 22

Members Meeting/Volunteer Lunch

January 11; February 15; March 15;
April 12

March 24

Pot Luck Dinner

Volunteer Lunch Meetings:

April 19

Members Meeting/Volunteer Lunch

Speaker Nights:

January 17; February 21; March 21; April 18

January 18; February 22; March 22;
April 19

Board Meetings:

Remembering…
The BCAM is made up of a diverse collection of members. You come from all walks of life, with different jobs, beliefs,
and ideas. However, you all have the one thing in common, AVIATION. Whether you have been involved in the industry, love
flying, are fascinated by the engineering or just love the whole idea of being near these magical machines—it’s why you became
a member of our wonderful museum!
I would like to take this time to thank you all for your support, and especially to those of you who volunteer, your time that you
give to the museum, makes the museum what it is! Without you we just wouldn’t be here.
Over 2017, we have lost some of members to a higher plane. I did not have the pleasure of meeting them all, but I would like to
acknowledge their part in making the BCAM one of the best museums and tourist attractions. Here are some of those members:
Harry Addison RCAF RAF USAF GHANA AIR FORCE In his eighty-eighth year, Harry took his last flight. “Born in Scotland and raised
in Powell River, Harry's passion for aviation led to an active flying career with the RCAF. He flew various types of aircraft including
the Lancaster and the "Super Connie". His flying took him to many parts of Canada including its far north as well as to the United
States and Ghana, Africa. After his military career he worked within the BC government. Throughout his life Harry was active in
many sports including BC Amateur Hockey where he became its Referee and Chief for BC. He continued his love of flight by being
an active volunteer at the BC Aviation Museum and through ownership of a 180 Piper Cherokee in which he and Lis spent many
hours flying. Harry's presence and good heart will be missed by all. PER ARDUA AD ASTRA”
Nils Christensen “Born in Hovik, Norway, Nils served in the Norwegian Merchant Navy and in the Royal Norwegian Air Force
in World War II. He emigrated to Canada in 1951 and worked for de Havilland Aircraft of Canada and Sault Airways in Ontario, and
Victoria Flying Club and Forest Industries Flying Tankers, in BC. Together with his wife, Sheila, he established Viking Air Ltd. in
1970. Nils has been honoured by Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame (2012), B.C. Aviation Hall of Fame (2016), Aircraft Maintenance
Engineers Hall of Fame (2003), Canadian Bushplane Heritage Centre, Diamond Jubilee Medal recipient (2012), and the Robert
Hope Pursuit of Excellence Award (1997). Nils was also awarded lifetime memberships to the Royal Canadian Legion and the B.C.
Aviation Museum.”
Fred Fudd Oct 11, 1928 - Nov 10, 2017 “...In the 70's, while escorting machinery from Victoria to Tasmania, he had the honor of
being the first civilian to ever fly to Tasmania without first stopping in Australia, and was presented an award from the mayor.
After retiring, Fred enjoyed spending time helping to restore and rebuild aircraft at the BC Aviation Museum.”
Gordon Alpin Smith May 19, 1925—June 27, 2017. “He had a distinguished and respected career as Captain in the RCAF,
followed by a second career in Aviation Insurance. He is survived by his wife, Wendy Dentro-Smith.
Vern Turley “A long time member of the BCAM. Vern built the Lincoln Sport.”
David Stilman; Jack McNeal
To all our members, past and present, and their families who support their love of all things aviation - Thank you.
May 2018 be a year of great things!
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The Cordova Bay Blitzkrieg!
In the aftermath of the sudden Japanese attack of 7 December 1941 on the American Pacific Fleet at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, there
was an immediate and widespread fear of a carrier-born aerial attack on the West Coast of Canada. There were two obvious
targets for the marauding Japanese; the strategic shipping port of Vancouver, and near-by Victoria, B.C. - the home of the
Canadian Pacific Fleet. To bolster its defensive capacity against this threat, the Canadian Military quickly shipped anti-aircraft
guns, searchlights, fighter squadrons and patrol aircraft to the area. It also mounted picket patrols off-shore using the meager
naval resources at its disposal, and created various civilian organizations such as the Aircraft Detection Corps, the Civil Defense
Corps, and the Pacific Coast Militia Rangers.
All of these measures greatly enhanced Canada’s ability to repel any attack contemplated. In fact, the much-feared Japanese
invasion never came, and in the whole Pacific War there was only a single aerial attack on a Canadian city. This happened on 15
November 1942 at Victoria, BC, in an action later called The Cordova Bay Blitzkrieg. Unfortunately, the surprise aerial assault
was mounted by our own troops! Below is the story of that ill-fated event.
On that sunny day in November of 1942, a Bristol Hampden from No. 32 Operational Training Unit at RCAF Station Patricia Bay
was cruising at 2,000 feet on a routine training mission that took it over the unsuspecting Victoria suburb of Cordova Bay.
Everything was going swell until the pilot happened to inadvertently trigger the wrong
switch. Suddenly, 5 practice bombs tumbled from the bomb-bay and plummeted
earthwards. The bombs were inert, save for smoke markers, but 20 pounds of metal
dropped from that height could cause a lot of damage. Helplessly the crew could only
watch the unfolding disaster from above and pray that nobody got killed.
One bomb plunged into the house of James Muldoon, who lived on Haliburton Road,
about a half a kilometer east of what is now Pat Bay Highway. Nobody was home and
only minor damage was done. Three more
bombs ploughed into a field on the Norris
Estate in Cordova Bay and were buried in the soft earth. No harm there. It was the fifth
bomb that created all the fuss.
In her kitchen on a modest home located just south of the well-known McMorran’s
Pavilion – later to become a popular restaurant that is currently known as The Beach
House – Mrs. A. Bramhall was standing in front of her kitchen sink, doing the dishes.
Suddenly there was an almighty crash and a bomb pierced the roof, plunged through
the gyprock ceiling directly above, whipped a tea-towel length over her left shoulder,
shattered the drainboard immediately in front, and then tore through three cedar boards to exit the house and lodge itself in
the garden outside. A stunned Mrs. Bramhall now stood in front of the shattered remains of her kitchen, which was rapidly
filling with dust and white marker smoke released from the bomb’s acid detonator.
Fortunately, Mrs. Bramhall emerged from the incident shaken, but
without a scratch. The RCAF were very good about it all. They issued a
cheque in the amount of $163.01 for her losses, which included a six-inch
double boiler, a sink strainer, three saucepans and a new drainboard.
Meanwhile, the pilot was sentenced to a severe tongue lashing, lengthy
remedial bombing practice and the inevitable rude remarks made in the
officer’s mess back at the base. If regulations had permitted, no doubt
the ground crew would have adorned the fuselage of the ignoble
Hampden with fresh Kill Marks as a memento of the successful air raid.
Unfortunately, they would have been in the shape of two houses! However, history was made on this date; the only successful
air raid on a west coast city in World War II. (submitted by Doug Rollins, Librarian, BCAM)
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I Spy With My Little Eye ….
The photo you see here would never have passed the Censor Board in the first half of World War II. This is a photo of a top
secret west coast defense installation, and a Mark I Eyeball-Equipped, Aircraft Detection Unit on active
duty. Sure, the lady is feeding her chickens, but notice that she also has a pair of RCAF-issue binoculars
slung around her neck. And behind those wire-rimmed glasses lurks the keen mind of a person
specially trained in aircraft recognition and aerial defense protocol. To the uninformed the innocuous
dwelling in the background might appear to be a mere shack; indistinguishable from thousands of
others in the remotest environs of the West Coast. Don’t let that fool you. Note that just behind the
modest cabin stands a radio-mast; no doubt there is a high-tech shortwave radio set cleverly concealed
within its weather-bleached walls. The lady innocently smiling for the camera was a member of the
newly-formed Aircraft Detection Corps, on guard from sea to sea to maintain the defensive capacity of
the Dominion of Canada. When the Pacific War exploded on 7 December 1941 she would perform a
strategic role in the darkest days of the conflict that threatened the well-being of all Canadians.
In May of 1940, with the war in Europe raging and tensions with Japan steadily rising, the government suddenly realized that the
country was wide-open to aerial attack. Desperate to address this situation, the Minister of Defense drafted a memo that landed
on the desk of the Chief of the Air Staff, George Mitchell Croil. The orders were clear: ‘Do something – Quickly!’ Croil, a career
officer who had flown with the Royal Flying Corps in World War I and risen steadily to the top through a series of commands, had
few resources and limited time. Secret negotiations were underway with the British that would transfer their top-secret Radio
Detection Finding technology – radar – to Canada, but the first installations would not go on-line until late 1942 and the whole
system would not be completed until 1945. He needed something now.
The ‘something’ turned out to be a cadre of volunteer civilians organized into the Aircraft Detection Corps.
Although unpaid, the military appealed to patriotism as it advertised for members in remote areas and
population centers that might be subject to aerial assault. Members were provided with minimal equipment
and the phone companies chipped in with free phone calls to Aircraft Detection Corps stations. Plus, you got a
spiffy lapel pin for visual identification in case of an emergency. The RCAF held sporadic training sessions and
regularly mailed out aircraft identification profiles as they became aware of new aircraft models and marks.
On the West Coast, long stretches of uninhabited coastline and the many isolated bays and inlets could have harboured an entire
Japanese Task Force operating a staging area for attacks on Vancouver, Victoria and even Seattle. Concerned civilians living in
some of the remotest areas even took it upon themselves to organize their own Aircraft Detection Corps and appoint their own
Regional Directors and Chief Observers. Soon the entire coast was populated with lighthouse keepers, foresters, fishermen and
farmers who went about their daily routines with high-powered binoculars slung around their neck.
Fortunately, despite all of the false alarms and repeated sightings, there was virtually no Japanese activity on the West Coast of
Canada in World War II, other than the shelling of a lighthouse station by a submarine. So the work done was largely
unrewarding, save for the occasional rescue operation. Enthusiasm waned and this in turn led to a blistering memo from the
Deputy Chief of Air Staff, Air Vice Marshal G. O. Johnson to Air Force Headquarters in Ottawa. It stated
in part:
The Aircraft Detection Corps, although it is in operation, is not effective because of dependence upon
inadequate civil communication facilities, and upon the half-hearted voluntary and unpaid efforts of
civilian observers in isolated locations.
He further pointed out that it would be necessary to supplement the Corps with regular Air Force
personnel to fill in gaps in remote areas with no inhabitants, and during sleeping hours.
Still, the Aircraft Detection Corps struggled on valiantly but was gradually replaced by Coastal Watch
Units and in turn by RDF units. On 15 November 1944, the RCAF Chief of Air Staff ordered the Aircraft Detection Corps
disbanded. As for George Croil, by this time his post of Inspector General of the RCAF had been abolished and he had retired to
Vancouver, British Columbia, where he died in 1959 at the age of 65. (Submitted by Doug Rollins. BCAM Librarian)
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Merry Christmas Charlie Brown…..
Truly touching moments of humanity, ethics and morals are rather rare in warfare.
The Christmas Truce of WWI was an excellent example of such humanity, as were
the heroic actions of German Luftwaffe fighter pilot Franz Stigler on December 20 th,
1943. His actions got nine men home for Christmas.
Charlie Brown of the USAAF was a Lt. flying his first mission as an aircraft commander flying a B-17, “Ye Olde Pub” on a bombing
run over Bremen. Brown’s bomber occupied the especially dangerous left of the formation, sometimes called the Purple Heart
Corner. Bremen was defended by a large contingent of fighters and well-manned flak guns. Two B-17s were quickly struck by
heavy flak, and many went down. Brown’s bomber was hit at least once in the left wing. The crew had to shut down an engine
which took them out of the formation. Soon they were met by about eight enemy fighters.
The B-17 was sometimes referred to as the flying porcupine and Ye Olde Pub sure lived up to the name. The gunners took out at
least one of the fighters and as many as three, all on their own. The remaining fighters were still able to take the fight to the
bomber, however, and bullets tore through Ye Olde Pub. The tail gunner, Sergeant Hugh “Ecky” Eckenrode, was killed as large
sections of the tail were shot apart. Nine more crewmen were injured, some very badly wounded.
The electrical, hydraulic and oxygen systems were damaged. Brown was wounded in the shoulder, and the seriously wounded had
little reprieve as the morphine syringes were frozen. Oxygen deprivation and wounds caused Brown to black out momentarily as
the bomber spiraled towards the earth. Brown woke up and said that his first memory was of dodging trees. The wounds and lack
of oxygen made his memory hazy, but from the severe damage and drop in altitude, it is assumed that the German fighters figured
that their target was destined to crash. Brown was able to get some altitude just as German pilot Franz Stigler was refueling.
Stigler saw the bomber and quickly flew up to get above and behind it.
Stigler was a veteran pilot who would eventually serve over 400 combat missions in nearly every front of the war. Flying the Me
109, Stigler was one bomber kill away from earning the high honor of the Knight’s Cross. Stigler observed the bomber, waiting for
the tail gunner to raise his guns. Seeing the limp rear guns, he moved closer and saw the massive amount of damage.
Bullet holes were present all over the aircraft. Stigler knew that most of the men had to be badly wounded. Taking a risk,
considering the guns could fire at any time, Stigler flew up to be next to the cockpit. Stigler and Brown looked at each other,
Brown saying he closed his eyes and hoped for his nightmare to be over. Stigler hoped to persuade Brown to land, and failing
that, fly to Sweden.
Brown was having none of that, his wounded body and oxygen starved brain only focusing on getting back to England. Stigler had
no way to give Brown verbal commands, only gesturing towards Brown. Seeing that the bomber was heading towards England,
Stigler had every opportunity to shoot them down. Instead, he escorted the bomber over the open waters. Stigler had no way of
knowing if enemy escort fighters were on the way but still escorted Brown over the channel. He wisely turned back before he
came too close to England, though not before giving Brown a salute.
Stigler would never speak of his actions during the war. Had he done so he fully believed that a court-martial would follow.
B-17s were hated by the Germans, they dropped massive amounts of bombs and often took out several enemy fighters with their
array of guns. Stigler’s humanity could be appreciated but likely not during the war.
About 30-40 years later Brown was living in the United States after a long career and Stigler had
moved to Canada after years of service with Germany during and after the war. Brown had a very
hazy memory of the incident and was encouraged to find the German who saluted him to fill in the
rest of the memory and make sure it wasn’t a dream or hallucination.
After writing to German pilot newsletters, he finally received word back from the pilot who spared
his life. After a lengthy phone call where Stigler filled in the blanks of the story and proved he was
the right one, the two met in person. They hit it off splendidly and have been friends ever since.
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Membership Renewal 2018
Name________________________________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________________
City

__________________________________ Province ____________Postal Code__________Country______________

Receive Newsletter by:

Post

________

E-Mail______

E-mail address:_____________________________________________________________________
New Member ( )

Renewal ( )

Single Membership: $25.00 ( )

Lifetime Single Membership: $250.00 ( )

Family Membership: $35.00 ( )

Lifetime Family Membership: $350.00 ( )

Membership runs from January 1, 2018—December 31, 2018
Please bring in this form with your payment, or post this form with Cheque (no cash please) to:

British Columbia Aviation Museum, 1910 Norseman Road, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5V5

A Big Welcome to
BCAM’s Newest
Members!
Sidney: Jonathan Arnold;
Steve Price North Saanich:
Bill Lupton; Mark Baker &
Mary
McCue;
Geoff
Brannon
&
Family;
Victoria: Jay Davis; Brad Williams; Joe Young;
Krassimir Kostov; Kayh & Martin MacLean; Marg
Wright; Paul Seguna; Ron Crist; Stu Bell;Randy
Stagg
&
Family;
Andrew
Pape-Salmon;
Vancouver, B.C.: Karl Raab; Brentwood Bay:
Drew & Janet Keith-Murray Family; Virginia
Lawrence & Family; Brighton, Ontario: Douglas
Ogle; Pender Island: Van Bakel Family;
Chemainus: Russ McAvella; Mayne Island:
Lauren Underhill; Saanichton: Mel Johnstone
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AGM 2018
British Columbia Aviation
Museum
Annual General Meeting
February 22nd 2018
1910 Norseman Road,
Sidney, B.C. V8L 5V5
Lunch at 12 noon, followed
by AGM
Calling all members—please
come and support your
museum!

Name That Cockpit…..

And The Cockpit Is…...!

So let’s test your knowledge on this one….name that cockpit!
First one with the right answer has got those all important
bragging rights—and Gold medal standing!

DC-7
The Gold Medal goes to: John Wells (answered like lightning!);
Hot on his heels in Silver: Allan Botting; and in Bronze
standing: Dave Poole!! Well done chaps—you were awake this
time!

The British Columbia Aviation Museum
1910 Norseman Road, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5V5
Ph. (250) 655 3300

Website: www.bcam.net

Your Board of Directors:
President:

John Lewis

(250) 665 6062

johnjarvislewis@gmail.com

Vice President:

Larry Lepard

(250) 361 5332

restorations@bcam.net

Secretary:

Eleanore Arkesteyn

(250) 656 4589

inquiries@bcam.net

Treasurer:

Brian Hay

(250) 655 3300

accounts@bcam.net

Directors :

Larry Dibnah

(250) 656 6416

larry_dibnah@telus.net

Ed Kucey

(250) 658 2325

eddyjoq@gmail.com

Aircraft Archives/Librarian: Doug Rollins

(250) 655 4184

library@bcam.net

Artifacts:

Barbara Gilbert

(250) 655 3794

artifcats@bcam.net

Membership Records:

Norm Dressler

(250) 656 3771

membership@bcam.net

Volunteer Co-Ordinator:

Jan Lewis

(250) 665 6062

j6877lewis@gmail.com

Gift Shop:

Virginia Browne

(250) 882 0710

giftshop@bcam.net

Norseman Newsletter:

Virginia Browne

(250) 882 0170

norsemannews@bcam.net

Norseman Room Rental:

Eleanore Arkesteyn

(250) 656 4589

inquiries@bcam.net

Ground Maintenance:

Robert Young

(250) 656 4679

eBay Sales

Sandy Peel

(250) 658 5171

Other Very Nearly Important People:
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b.c.aviationmuseum@gmail.com

